Take Action Now! Help Prevent Cuts to Medicare Payments!

Dear Colleagues,

You may receive this Call to Action several times from different sources—it is THAT important.

APA recently released an Action Alert titled "Act now to safeguard psychological and behavioral health services." This Action Alert is in response to CMS's proposal to cut Medicare payments by 10.6%, which would severely impact psychologists and jeopardize access to care. Please click on this ACT NOW link to share your concerns with CMS. It takes only a few minutes and can make a big difference. Because Medicare’s payment policies often serve as a benchmark for private insurance and other programs, we urge all psychologists, not just Medicare providers, to submit comments.

Comments are due by October 5th.

For more details about these proposed payment cuts and other areas of concern that you can include in your comments, please see this APA article: Share your concerns: Comment on proposed payment cuts to psychologists’ services.

Comments to CMS are being requested in addition to contacting your members of Congress. If you have not done so already, information on how to contact your members of Congress is included in our earlier Action Alert: Act Now to Prevent Cuts to Medicare Services.

CPA continues to work collaboratively with APA on advocacy efforts both nationally in in our state in order to have a stronger impact on issues that are important to our profession. Please support these efforts!

Thank you,

Elizabeth
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Note: CPA does not and cannot provide legal advice to our membership. Those seeking legal advice are advised to consult a private attorney.